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Braid Shuffle 
 

 

Pattern :  Braid Shuffle by KairePatch Designs 

Pattern sizes:   Crib -  44” x 54” 

  Lap – 64” x 74” 

  Twin – 74” x 94” 

  Double/ Queen --  94” x 103” 

 

Use your favorite colors or themed collection to make “braids” , add sashing strips and shuffle 

and twist and turn.  The braid rectangles are 3 1/2 inches by 7 1/2 inches. 

 

The pattern has 2 “looks”;   one has  “white” or one color sashing strips, and has 2 borders;  

the second, called the “blue” ( but use whatever color you want) – has a light color sashing strip 

on one side of the braid, and a medium shade on the other side of the braid, and was designed 

with 3 borders. 

 

The fabric requirements are best described on the pattern since there are 2  “looks” and four quilt 

sizes.   Fabric amounts  for the braids are given for “jelly roll” ( 40 strips of 2 1/2 inch wide 

fabric times the width of fabric), fat quarter ( 21” x 18” ), fat eights ( 21” x 9”), and using your 

scraps !  The sashing and borders are given in yardage amounts. 

 

*** Clear Template Plastic is needed and cut to measure 3 1/2” x 7 1/2” 

 

Regular Supply List” 

Sewing machine (cleaned and oiled), with instruction book and: 

 new needle 80/12 

 quarter inch or straight stitch foot 

Thread scissors (small  and sharp) 

Fabric scissors 

Rotary mat 

Rotary cutter ( new blade) 

Rotary rulers :  6” x 24”, 12 1/2” square (if you have it), 6” x 12” 

Straight pins 

Seam ripper 

Purple thang 

Mettler or Aurfil thread in neutral shade or color that blends with your fabrics 

Roll of masking tape 

 

Any questions, call Lee Paylor, 610-889-3286 

 


